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No sustained, comprehensive', or. well-articUlated national policy

for child care exists in Americi even though national decisions have

affected childrem's care since the early,20th century. The reason why.
. . -.

. .,

national child care policy has been 4f such a patchwopt, inconsistent :,

and temporary nature can be-partially explained by examining a value

dichtomy in American society influencing these policy decisions: the

.

. k
place of family versus state responsibility and control over children.

A critical analysis of the influence of this value dichotomy is essentialssential

if policy makers and advocafesare to develop a clear national policy

stance.

-The bagic-value'assumption regarding child care in the United States

/
is that respOnsibility for the care of children belongs to the family rather

than to the state. At the same time another American value assertation
4.

.

is the state's respOnsibility to be watchful of the needs of its citizens

and to promote their welfare-through government action.- A child, as a

wit

citizenor at least a potential citizen--needs care. When a child's need

for adequate taxi is not being met by the family, the atate'S

(

responsibility is to respond. Each effort by.the government to meet the

needs of a child or children collectively, however, Must risk a Change,

in the responsibility' and control level of parents, Greenblatt (1977),
. ,

/

citing Calhoun (1919); calls this the conflict betWeen "familial

,parenthood'' versus "social parenthood." '(). 5)

I

4
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Public
Stag Control and Responsibility

' " f411bing questl..ons are conce *ed with this basic debate:

5

,What is the responsibility of parents towards child

cue? When, alid to w40 measure, should parents

relinquish control?'

2. Conversely., What ~is the responsibility of the state

toward chilircare- When, And to ,what measure, should

government assume contr&?

National opinion expressed by the valties of a majority,of citizens,

continues to weigh at the family end of the continuum; that parents

should have both the responsibility for and the control of child care.

Needs of children and families, however, have often requirethe

national government faking some responsibility and control. These

needs are increasingly evident and national response to childcare issues

must move along the conlnuum toward increasing the public's

responsibility Ind control. ] assist government decision-makers,

there is a need to articulate, adapt and promote a national child care

policy--an agreed upon direction for public involvement in child care.

Some groups, are presently engaged in this process.

When the state assumes a measure of responsibility for, and control

over, child care, two corollary value issues emerge: issues of scope

and of' quality. Should the scope'of public involltement be broad or

narrow? Should'the quality of pate be maximal or minimal? And is
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w. , there a consensus point -- considering both philosophical and

4

economic isaues--on which to anchor a national child care policy?

Public Involvement: Broad vs. Narrow Scope '9

Policymakers, debating a broad versus narrow scope position,

must focus on the following quejtions:

1. Should public responsibility for child care be

universal-(concern with care,for all childrenY'or

specific (concern with different groups of "needy"

children)?

2. Should the ranged of public d care services be

wide, including health, education, social services,

etc., or .focused only on care. provisions?

3.. Should public involvement be short or long term,

i.e., only in emergencies or as a sustained commitment?

4. Should,government control and regulation be extensive

or'ss least intrusive as possible?

Historically, public involvement in child care has ,been for

specific groups or for temporary ti periods, provided to

"problem" or "needy" families established in times of national,

economic or defense crises. Althoughedecisions on the range and

regulation of services have been erratic, most national child care
.

decisions appear to reflect a narrow scope position.

6
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Public Involvement: Maximal vs. Minimal Quality

The second corollary value issue, maximal or minimal quality of

care, also gro*s out of the assumption that public involvement is

appropriate. The following questions must be'ttddressed in the

maximal versus minimal quality debate:

1. Should public involvement in childcare attempt

to meet basic care needs as a service to parents

or optimum care needs to maximize,child

Alevelopment?

' ,2. a'varigtion in quality level acceptable

depending upon the goals and type of care program

established?

3. ,Should this determination of quality be based

on the type and rang4 of services, i.e., program

input,.or be evaluated by measuring the beneficial

Child effects or the beneficial family-effects,

Now,'program output?

4. Should the 4dults providing care have 'a measurable

level of exPerienC6; training or 'performance, that',

is, should the level of staff quality be a condition

of 'care quality?

5. Should public control and 141 ulatton Of Programs be
,

.
)

h.

focused o n minimum standards, or should public

. 4

,
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involvement attempt to influence maximal quality? -
". .

. e
National support of child care progr6s has oft" been.justified

,i'

,
.

by stressing the value to adults- -the Agnefirs to parents or to
, .

society in general -rathdr than the value,or benefit le children.
-, t' ,

As Smith (1978) states? this nation records "a history of rationalizing

children's programs and ervices by presenting them as essential to

some group other than the children." For this reason,

national child care policy has never attempted to reach ga optimum 1-evel

' of maximizing the development of all children.

'
The value dichotomygamily versus governmental responsibility

and control--.has substantially -Sfected the type of child care,` -both

public and private, pfovided in tilik nation. Because of a national

14-
reluctance to remove re4onsibility'and control from parents, it has

usually been necessary for the state to justify any-public prdVision of

child care 'resources by some Statement of parental problem or need.

As a'res*lt, eligibility criteria for gdernment programs have often

been narrowly defined and perjorative. Because the range of services

offered are specifically planned to ameliorate the perceived family

problem, programs usually have had a temporary tenor and reflected a

custodial emphasis. Government rules and regulations have been specific

to public proirams which are categorical resulting in a "two-track"
.

system with different goals, different quality criteria, and different

.4

ti
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scope emphases between programs serving families in certain categories

and those serving families who have. not been designated as in need of

child care public assistance. Governmental reluctance to be involved

in financial support for child care for all children whose families

want care differentiates care options on an ability to pay basis.'

s The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the influence of value'

positions of past and present nationaV child care policy and to discuss

-how these values may affect the advocacy and decision-making process

in the future. Part I outlines the development of child care policy

in the nation along the dimensions of responsibility and control, scope,

-and quality. Part II discusses potential policy directions, the policy

process, and those policy actors influencing the process. The concldsion

addresses the directions.whichchild care policy may take during"the

next decade.

Part I: Past Status of Child Cate Policy in the Nation

Five major periods in national child care policy can be identified:

The first (before 1909) is characterized by little or no national

recognition of public child care responsibility; the second. (1909-1932)

by initial national attention to children and families and the

enactment Of. modest national legislation affecting child care; the

..70/ third (1933-.-1946) by establishment of child care programs for specific

purposes of lirnited duration; the fourth (1947-460) by retrenchme@t

S

st.
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to a no support policy, and the latest (1960-1980) by enactment of

policies for specific gioups, which influenced legislttive attempts

to extend child care suppot to a broader group of children. Each

period is described briefly and viewed on the control/scope/quality

dimensions.

Before 1909

Although parents have traditionally held control over the child

rearing process,'parental surrogates also assisted in the care and

rearing of children. These included the kinship network as well as

fr#ends and neighbors. Religious institutions, often delegatedlhe

parental task, proded care nd education to orphans and poor. Two

types of secular programs for children under six also began in-this

century: "care" programs and "educational" programs.

Nit

In 2838, a care program called an "intant school" served childrek.
4

of immigrant poor in,Boston. Immigrant families, unable to care for

th children were giving them up to institutions. Group care during

the ay was seen as a more humane solution. program, "the first

secular expression of social parenthood" (Greenblatt, 1977, p. 20), wss
441.4

developed to prevent child neglect, at the same time it also hoped' to

"Americanize" the immigrant children.

In 1854, another care program called a "day nursery" began in a

New Yori!City hospital. Initially staffed by nurses, the nursery

e. 10
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program prO.iiided support for working mothers who were former patients.

'The day nursery concept grew tbrougllout the Afton: Upper 'class

women Served on the boards of directors and acted as volunteers:

Focusing on potential neglect situations, the day nursery attempted'

to strengthen the gamily and preveni neglect and juvenile delinquency.

Often these programs admitted only fatherless children. Volunteers
* , 1

served as "family visitors" who worked with the family to assist with

problems. A day nursery was also established in'Phila delphia during
I I

the Civil War to care for the children of the women workers whOse

husbands were at war. By the end of the century, there were abou

31

200 day nurseries in the country. {Hynes, 1978) i.etary care

programs also began during this period.

An educational type of progtam for young children, the kindergarten,

began in 1948. Initially serving needy children, this program,

because of its educational thenry"'and purpose, soon atxracted middle

class support. The first public funding of kindergartens began in

St. Louis in 1873: Kindergartens igread differentially, ,gainiug

increasing financial support fromrme state governments. However,

public kindergartens are still not financially state supported

through9ut the nation, and most state laws are permissive rather than

. mandatory regarding attendance.

4,

During the 1800's, card" programs, such as the infant schools and
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day nurseries, were organized and supported by local, philanthropic

Ar

a

Ie. 40

groups., These prografns were specific to "neede Or "prOlemq families-

criterla for admittance was,defined by.the care-providing group, ;The

primary purpose of these.programs was to prevent neglect. These
- .

.

f .

programs were seen as serving the national interest brprqvidins cane
. .

for children, allowing motherS'to workto support their families and

socialization to the American culture for immigrant children. National,

state, and-even local regulations of care programs were usually

nonexistent, Kindergarten programs, educational in nature, attracted

middle class interest and in some states, government funding.

In relation to the controI/scope/quality
* dimensiorM,the early

child care programs exemplified the following lalues:

Control/Responsibility

-Non-parental control of child care should

occur only if the family' is not normal (in

extreme financial need, from immigrant background,

lackin Cher, mother working), i,e., the.

parents are unableto carefor their children

appropriately.

-Religiolus or secular charitable agencies, nct the

,

state or federal government, should assume the-role

'61 parent surrogate.

.ScoRe

-The .scope of. service should be specific to those.

9r j

12
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'families needingasqistance and should include

services-necessary fpr dealing with the family problem.

Vtluarity,

f-Prova sm should be pribarily establi heA to.

p revent the nig/tct of children, alt ough "educational" :

godls directed toward-the mm4iona1 interest (such as--es77--

41*%0
Amerieolkization) are acceptable. So e children may

%

19091032

partik!pnte in programs with'educational (kindergartenS).

if local governmental unitsdeem'it appropriate.

-State or federal regulation of plikams is pot necessary.

. I
4 '

During this period intional attention began to focus-more directly'
, . .

.

on children's need and services. The first White House Conference on

' )Mhiliken was held in'1909.. At this conference, concern for children,whb_ .

. I

were not receiving adequate bare because4of.Parental geiNeiblems pipoverty',
. ,,-

was expressed., It was proposed that aid should be giVen to mothers,-

47tenabling them to remain home and to eltmin e the need for surrogate

'child care. In 1911, the first mothees pension law was passed in
A

Pennsylvania and by 1913,,twenty states had enacted such pensidns.

Payments, however, were so lowthat mothers still continued to work 401

IA
(Kerr, 1973).

The Children's Bureau, established in-1912, was primarily an

13
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informational unit, to investigate and report on factors'94feCting

4families'and children. The Bureau stressed infant and matdrnal

mortality issues, aid to mothers` with dependent children, control of

juvenile delinqueftey, and institutional care Of orphans and abused

or delinquent childIhn (Children Today, 1972). The Bureau advocated.

subsidizing mothers rather than public child care systems. The Bureau

was .instrumental in passage of efirst.federal law, The Maternity and '

Infancy Act of 1921 which'provided 'grants-in-aid.to states for health b"

care services to infants and,mothers.

In the 1920's, the nursery school movement developed. This

'moveit had an educational/developmental,rather than a welfare/

custodial focus. Althoughsome focused on low income children, most

nursery schools,Apported by tuition fees, servedmIddle income

families. Programs within'this movement included proprietary

kindergartens and nursery-schools, cooperative nurseries, university

7'
Avother private training/laboratory schools.

41111i A1though'some day nurseries attempted to become more like die

nursery school with emphasis on developmental br educational activities,

J

most day nurseries continued to be cust ial programs (Hymes, 1978)177

Middle class working motheys who were attracted to full-day day

nursery programs were often excluded by Lae eligibility crieria or

the social work screening. Increasing case work practice approaches

14
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gave these programs a greater social welfare orientation. Day

nurseries continued to serve primarily low inCCite.parents or families

with problems. The distinction betwtn day care and nursery school was

hardened, if**not always pi actual program, at least in popular image.

Regulation of all programs for young children was still minimal

during this period. State regulation developed first in institutions;

no regulation was deemed necessary for partlime,programs. In 1124

the Detroit Ddpartment of Public Health initiated Neal regulations.

Funding during this period continued to be from philanthropic sources

for day nurseries and from parent fees'for nursery schools. Some

kindergartens received state support. .

. State support for young children's care came primarily through

mothers' pensions. Because the need for child care was not perceived

'as impinging on the national interest during World War I, national

funding of out-Of-home child care was not proposed. Mothers who

worked during this period found philanthropic child care centers or

private paid or unpaid care.

This period continued to support most of the values of the earlier

period but differed from the earlier period by movement toward some

expression of state responsibility and concern, greater scope and higher.-

quality. These additional values were Plemplified dal follows:

Control/Responsibility

-National responsibility for children and

15
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1 .-
.ftakilies'should be met 1*, empowering governmental and

private organizations to speak out on child care

issues.

-Subsidization of the family rather than provision

of surrogate child care should be the preferred

Scope

I-

public involvement method.

Q

-Private educational programs should serve the needs

of children of middle class non-working mothers w

-children of low income and working mothers should be
.

served by philanthropic and social welfare agencies

which foCus attention on family problems.

ji_Quality

-Interpretation of the quality of child care should be
se

divided along these "school" vs. "care" lines (Ginsburg

1933-1946

in Hymes,

Puring.thisperiod two national emergencies--the Depression and -

orld-War II--affected child care'in terms of national responsibility,

scope and quality. In 1933, the Federal 2Mergency Relief AA, later

called' the Worki Progress Administration, provided federal fundAor
4

$ child care: However, the "justifiable" majoepurpost of the WPA care

1G
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programf was not-the child care itself, but to provide a setting for

the employment of teachers and others who were out,of work during

the.depression. 'In /addition to this adult-focused goal, the programs

were planned to serve low income families and provide education f

children. They usually included food and heitt Services, su as

immunization. BetWeen 1934 and 1935, which fag the-peak nrollment

year, 75,000 children were enrolled in 1,900 pro In 1942

there were only 39,000 children in 944 programs (Hymes, 1978).

,Although these programs were popular and of higher-than-minimal quality,

and although they served the needs of many loviincome families, When

`the eitonbmic crisis pa(sed, federal funding was cut and most programs

.

'disappeared. Funding was not absorbed by the state governments.

The Social Security Act, in 1935, was another course of funds

assisting parents in caring for their children during to depression.

Title V of the Social Security Act allowed granti for child welfare

services, beginning a national focus on aid to dependent children.

State agencies were required to manage the delivery system.

When World War II was declared, the w#x effort.wat supported by

Women workers. As part of the Community Facilities Act, the

Lanham Act, 1942) legislative authOriiation to build child care

facilities and to offer child care programs for workinglmothers

was given. ,,Direct grants were provided to local communities on a

17
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50-70% federal match basis. Because parents, also contributed a'fee,

this program was not specific to low income families., Although the

Act was administered underthe Federal Works Agency, most programs

were in4pdblic schools, operating a full day (7:00 a.m. to 6,:.00

, in some instances, open evenings and weekends. I 1944, at the

4

peak of this program, 129,000'thildren vT. 'in care (Womens' Bureau,

1971). Hynes (1978) states, "The Lanham-program was distinctive

because it was the first to reCeive,massive federal support for day

care." '(p. 25) In some cases, these programs w drevtsions of the'
410

recently discontinued WPA programs. The Farm eryices Bureau also

served.migrant workers in rural areas.

Federal, subsidy.of industrial day care was provided during this

war period. Two inckatries, Kaiser and Curtis-Wright, developed

extensive Child care 'Programs. Kaiser's program provided full-day

Care, including evening care, at two.centers adjacent to their

shipyards: During the program's peak year, 1944, approximately.1,040

J

/or

children attended each week, These industrial site progrfms were

comprehensive. With extensive equipment and highly trained staff,

they served children as yodng,as 18 months of age (Womens' Bureau,

-1971).

44 The Children's Bureau did not actively support the child care

programs established at these times, and.was especially fearful of
X

child care out of the home for infants. The Bureau opposed maternal

a

13
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employment generally, and group day care in particular, especiallp

for Children under three years. (Greenblatt, 1977) Once the national

emergency was passed, Congiess and other governmental units again

appeared to agree with thigrposiiion, and funding was disContinued

even though working mothers and Child advocates conducted, extensive

#

lobbying for its continuance. Greenblatt states that with the return

of men from the war,' " ambivalence toward maternal employment

returned to the forefront of federal policy." (p. 64) California was

the only state to,provide funds to continue child care piograms.

The programs developed during this period had a number of factors

in common which extended public involvement while attempting to

reconcile it with past value positions. Tlie following values were

exemplified:

Control/Responsibility

-Publicly funded and developed child care should

be provided as a temporary expediency designed,to

meet national needs and solve adult problems.

Quality \

-Altbougli'Adult needs provide the reason for

programs, the prograMs'shouletry to serve

children's needs at a maximal quality level.

41
Scope

'-Nationally funded programs should serve not only

' children of non normal (pOor and problem) families,
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serve children whose "ndrmhl" family life was disrupted

or military needs.

During the period from 1946 tce,1960,"Congrest did not provide

funds for child care. National stress, promoted by the media, was

On necessity of'maternal care of children in the home. However,

criticism of the kid. to Dependent Childien program established by

the Social Security Act led to an amendment, in 1956, designed to

foster low income mother's employment. Provision of day care for.

employed mothers was included in the amendment.
4

Both low income and middle income mothers of young children

continued to work after the war.' Because the need for child dfte

was no longer met by publicly supported programs, there Am an
4 A

expansion of proprietaryday care programs. By 1960, 64%.of all

center-based child care was provided.by proprietary programs. Only

2% of the children needing care were in such. programs. '(Greenblatt,

1977) For the most part, the children of working mothers were in

0
unlicensed and unregulated forms:oflit'ale. Although proprietary care

'44was often at minimal quality levels, there was ho national.Aupport

'fox public funding.' There was 'some increase un state regulation Of

day care;

1944.

= .

for example"; Michigan's fir6t regulatory law was passed is

Thexpediency,value position, and a restressing of earlier value

//-

2.0
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positions were voiced dbaking this p7iod.

The -ungerlying value stance was as follows:

Control /Responsibility

-The government 6hduId not have responsibility

for fUnding child care in periods when no national

emergency is evident.

-The government should emphasize subsidization of the

family, rather than child care provision.

-When mothers wprl they should'have the responsibility

for finding and paying for child care.

Scope 4.

- Nation funded programs should be reduced, rather than

expanded'.

Quality *0.

-While it is beat for most children to be caked for'in

.

their home by their mothers, public assistance mothers

, should be encourageditO work.

Taw' -The level of care qualitvos expressed in regalations

.
and fund allocation should be decided by the individual

d .

stet? governments.

1960-1980
4W

.This 'period began with a member of legislative movements increasing

national responsibility and control of child card programs. In 1962,

)

21
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amendments to the Social Security Act delegated states to offer

day care Services to welfare recipients. Day care was seen as a method

-Of providing social service and fighting poverty by enabling welfare

mothers to became part of the work force. States could purchase child/

care services from existing sectarian or secular agencies,'or from

proprietary programs, but could not deliver direct services-since they

would compete with existing programs.. Because funds were only available

to programs which met state licensing regulations, states were

encouraged td develop regulations.. Cooper (1976) states that this man4ate r

was ".., the tirst explicit federal effort to require minimum standards 4

for day care ..." (p. 11)

Other legislation of this period--the Economic Opportunity Act

(1964) and Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
/ ,

(1965)--both provided funds for public svpport of developmental or

educational programs lor young children. Meadstart was'the result of

EOA, Title I compensatory eduption preschools here developed through

ESEA. In both-cases, the Acts did not speak directly to child care.

Their stated purpose was directed toward a national need to break the

cycle of poverty and relieve tie government of welfare costs and

mushrooming social and educAtional services. Both programs focused an

'disadvantaged: - that ist needy" or "problem" famines. Headstart

required pareq Arvolvement in the decision-making process, extending the

parents' authority over the child's care outside the ticee. Title I

eligibility criteria was lased on the percent of low income families nik
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the school district. Although the language of the law seemed

restrictive, the pqicent requirement was so low that.most districts

qualified, Therefore, the law actually moved toward opening national

funds for young children's programs to most areas of the country.

However, because of the great latitude left to local school didtticts,:
g

usg of funds for child care programs has been capricious.

In 1968, an amendment to the Social 'Security Act established the

Work incentive Program (WIN) which emphasized-child care assistance

as an aid to employment. Child care was specifically designated as

1

a supportive service for the purpose of getting families off welfare.)

In 1971, further revisions to the Social Security Act made the choice
.

of working or dtaying home no longer an option for mothers of children

.above preschool ge. Welfare mothers must register for work or for

training. NOthels of Children younger than school. age, however, are

not required to work; alfhOugh many do register for employment, If

they are employed or in training, they are eligible for child care

(U. S. Department of Labor, 1976).

.In 1967, an amendment. to the Econemic.Opportunity Act, required

that federal regulations for child care be sleveloped."(Cociper, 1976).

This resulted in the'firse4set ofTede.7A1 Interagency Day *are

Regulations. In 1924, a revision of the Social Security Act, Title

23
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trderal regulations a condition for receiving federal aid. .Controversy
.

over the content and. the stringency of the regulations resulted in

a postponement of enforcement and in a planned revision after an

appropriateness study.

Title X was a revision of the Social Security Act which attempted

6 -f to give greater jurisdiction to states over their use of social service

funds. Becaust day care is only of the services for which such funds'

can be used, it must compete with other social' services such as medical

and youthl:services for funding. Use of Title XX funds for day care

has been erratic. among states because of the nature of the requirements:

Soie states have chosen the option of using Title IV A funds which

provide less service but involves the state less in regulation and

monitoring. (For an analysis of problems with Title XX, see Morgan,

1971.)

In 101, the Comprehensive Child Care Bill was approved by. Congress

(DepartmentOi Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976). It authorized
u.

money for comprehensive child development services, including day

care facility construction and renovation, program operation, staff'

training', research and administration. Prime sponsors were, local

agencies with parent representation on the policy boards. Low income

families were eligible for day care without costs; however, a' sliding

0
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scale made day care services possible for a

This bill was vetoed by President Nixon who

radical piece of legislation to emerge from

22

range of income levels.

called it, "The most

the.Ninety-Second Congreps"

'and cited its "family weakening":implicatibils (Keyserling,-1972).

In 1975, Mondale and Brademus introduced a similar comprehensive

legislation, but with less extensive funding and narrower goals.- The

Mondale and Brademus bill made state governments prime sponsors. The

public versus private sponsorship issue caused conflicting viewpoints

to surface among child day care advocates. A major mailing campaign,

launched by conservative groups and private day care proprietors

opposed the bill and it failed in Congress.

In.1978, Cranston introduced another child development'bill, even

less extensive than the Mondale and Brademus version. It attempted to

resolve the public/private sponsorship controversy by returning to

6 variety of prime sponsors. Opposition surfaced early and child care

advocates were not able to 'mount strong countSTorce. Cranaton

cancelled hearings and no 'further action on comprehensive legislation

has occurred since that time.

e

-... The only comprehensive bill passed was the Edification of All

Handicapped Act of 1977. This billliequired the establishment of

educational programs for all handicapped children from age 3. It

resulted in a proliferation of preschool programs for handicapped
A

4
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children, programs developed by public schools, other public agencies,

or proprietOrs. The mandate has not yet beewmet in many states.

The Tax Refocm. Act of 1976 assisted parents with thild.care in

another way. Child care costs could be-deductedas work or aghool

training expenses whenever the caregiver's earnings weresubject.to

social security tax. There was no reimbursement method for parents who

used infoimal care arrangements.' Child care costs differed from other

4
. business expense deductions because actual costs were not deductible.

Instead, a ceiling.was imposed, allowing only a small portion of costs

to be deducted. (U. S. Commission on civil Rights, 19,79.)

Thi,periOd reflected movement toward rethinking the national

responsibility toward,child care. The underlying value dilemmas still

exist, and these basic conflicts are highlighted in the'legislation

which was pasaed,'and in that which failed.

In relation to the control/scope/quality dimensions, 46'events

reflected the following values:

Control/Responsibility

- The national government should assist someparenis

in their parenting, role,and serve a social parenthood

role for those parents.

- Familial parenthood should be broadened to include

decision-making and control over some groups of

children in care settings.

- Type'of national child care funding respolsibiftti

26
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should be different for different groups of

citizens, with public assistance families and non-

assistance families having. different Opes of

funding and meeting differing levels.Of requiremrs

togain assistance.

Scope.

-National care jograms for poor or problem families

shouldrdiffer in scope of services depending on the-

purpoie of the. program and the funding method.

-The scope of child care should be increased in terms

of numbers of children served, but in a way whieb

encourages proprietary as well as pub1& options.

for families,

-Ail children and families who need child pare should

. not be a concern of the society.

Quality

-State and national governments should take

responsibility for\feweloping and enforcing regulations

At
that provide for a minimum level of quality care for all

children.

4111

-- Commitment to higher than minimum quality levels

shodid be expressed in national documents. and in.federal

..---1""-
program,guidelines developed for directly fUnded

programs even if they are not enforced.

27
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Part II: Child Care Policy for the 80's

National policy, in the next decade*, will likely be directed

toward more public responsibility for child care. The traditional

value allince is still strong y adAcated in every national legislative

proposal, but the need for assumption of responsibility for children2s

care by the nation is also increasingly expressed. This axpression,

usually takes the form of a basic statement on the importance of the

*
family, coupled with the assertion that social parenthood is an asset

to familial parenthood. (Bronfenbrenner, 1970, 1976; Xeniston, 1977.)

Statistics on the number of working mothers and on'the 'breakdown of

the normal family' lend support to the need for child care assistance.

The first questkoti which must be answered for the 801tis whether

the government should assume any long term gqmmitment to responsibility

for the care of children. The nation has shown gradual but vacillating

movement in this direction. There is noi:yet a clear citizen consensus

and, in met, there is presently vocal opposition by some groups to

movement in this direction. A second,question'is whether, if this

responsibility is acknowledged, it should extend to all children or

only to some. Although there has been some movement toward broadening

the ecope; expression of the vain that responsibility should by

extended has lagged behind theactual scope of assistance.
%
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If the nation's value position clearly indicates that govprnment
't

espoyibility for the,carill of all children is of concern, then the

question is how to best fulfil this responsibility, given the

resources available. If the position is established that government

responsibility extends only to some children, the major question id

how to fulfil this( esponsibility in a waythat does not result in
11,

perjorative categorizations or a two-track system.

The nation may not yet be ready to answer these questions: It

nay be that national involvement will continue at its present

ambivalent...1e41 for some time. In order to look at the possibilities

for the 80's, however, an overvieciof the possible directions child

#

care polidy could take, if commitment to national responsibility

were to increase, is presented here.

Potential Child Care'Policy Directions

If federal involvement in child dare support is to increase,

the direction the. support will take will be based on .how the state

.versus parent responsibility and control issue is resolved, together

S

with determinations of the public responsibility toward scope and

quality. National policy could'move primarily toward indirect child'

care provision, i.e., strengthening the financial status of families

who then take care of their own child care needs, or toward direct

child carg,provision, i.e., providing actual alternative care systems.

29
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The following is a presentation of three possible policy options

affecting indirect care provisions and three options providing direct

care. -10f course, Many tompromisipositions between direct and .

Aftsect care provisions are also possible. The six possible

directions are outlined, and their relationship to the value continua

are described.

Indirect Child Care Provipona

In.this approach, state responsibility for child care is seen

as primarily as an economic responsibility. It could take the form

of direct subsidies, indirect- financial incentives to families, or

incentives to employees, or there could be more indirect economic

incentives to encourage child care 'work leaves". or to institute

flexible work schedules, part-time positions, etc. Although this option

411
assumes a high level of state financial responsibility, it also

1

assumes

that the type of care provided is totally a parental decision and that

governmental assistance is not necessary to provide child care facilifkes,

i.e., state responsibility is high, control is not. Scope eligibility

would be broad if the commitment were to all families; if only some

faMilies were included, the scope would'be narrower. Quality questions

would be decided by parents with at most state minimal regulation levels:

Centel* would open in response to,market demand; thus. the proprietary

system of care would be expanded.

30
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Policy opfkons which stress indirect child care support include the

following:

1. Direct financial aid to families, with no

provisions requiring the work or training of

I

mothers, or recommendations on the use of

familial or nonfamilial child care. This d-

is in the form of a subsidy per child or a

grantbased on income. Such aid is similar to

S

the "mother's pensions" enacted during the early,

20th century and the early aid to dependent

children legislation. Whether all families

receive a'subsidy for children (as in some

European countries), or whether this policy is

focused only on low income or pr blew families, is

a scope question that needs ,to be determined.

The level of funding; of course, must be "adequate,"

rt.,
that is sufficient to (1) allow at least one

parent to remain home, or (2) pay private child

care providers. The state would provide no child

care services.

2. Financial incentives offered to yorking parents to

care for their own children. This policy would

provide financial incentives to parents (such as maternity

L
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and paternity leaves, part-'time and flex-time work, etc.) or to the

industrial sector (tax write-offs to provide workers so4/th those options).

Children's care needs are controlled by their parents., The assumption

behind this approach is that at least one parent would prefer to stay

home while children are young, or that both parents might alternately

:share this option. It assumes that non-familial child care would not be

necessary. Foc'us is on traditional.family support, not assisting non-

traditional options.

3. Financial inCenti es offered to parents which provide for

non-familial day care if the parent Nee to work. Currently,

a tax cut provision allows payment for day care to be considered

an "expense" if ihe parent is working or training for work.

This program supports parental work through financiai-assistance

for child care. Also, the present social security pattern provides

child care assistance but requires tegistratioh for work or

training for work. This program supports the assumption

thatonce the parent is working,. direct public,,suPport of day

care costs might be lessened, since the working parent could

then obtain tax credit. Whether full-time employment or high

r4 -

,enough salaries are real possibilieies.for many welfare

recipients is questionable.

32
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In the tax, Ctedit systei the state has no involvement

in parental decisions regarding type of care; in the care

dollars provided to welt& recipients, major control is
over eligibility issues with state controlling the type

of care provided.

Direct Child Care Provisions

State responsibility would involve the development of non-

familial childcare sources, rather than relying on the "market" to - r

do so. This approach biings public and private sources into

competition. By prolliding alternative care systems, child care

responsibility is shared by the state. This approach results in
p

)active national responsibility for the number and types of child,care

facilities available, and at least some measure-of control over the

quality of the care. The state might provide grants to deyeiop

. programs and/or build facilities or encourage additional child care

sources. The national value of parental responsibility, for children

might be kept by maintaining provisions of parental decision-making

involvemene,similar to that in Headstartgor proposed by the

"comprehensive bills" which extended parental responsibility and, control

toward a group of children. This requires parents to share control of

their child with the governmental unit and with other paients in the

community. Of course, the policy could stress, instead,, that in order

to have public Alp care, parents must relinquish some of their control

33
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and responsibility to the state. liolicy options which stress direct

child care support include the following:

1. Direct rovision of da care sery ces to s ecific

groups, for specific purposes, of for specific,

limited time period. This policy of categorical

funding has been held by the federal government in

the past, i.e., WPA, Lanham, Headstart; etc.

However, when direct provision of care is narrow in

eligibility scope, the twotrack 'system prevails.

_Parents not qualifying for public,service programs

still must have their needs met-by proprietary programs.

Limited categorical funding preventsafull7scale

conflict between private or public provision of

services.

2. Direct provision of/day care services with funds

available for a variety of sponsoring groups. /he

Comprehensive Child Development bill was characteristic

of this approach. '_Both public and private groups

compete for 6s. Prime sponsors design programs to

inconie)thildren are targeted,meet local need

but other inc evel families utilize services -by

payment according to a sliding scale, 'thus avoiding the

34
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two -track pitfall. The level of quality depends on

the criteria set in the legislation. 1

3. Direct provision of child care services by funding a

designated sponsor, suck as the public school. This

'approach utilizes the facilities end resources of an

already existing chiidrep's Bawl?* system. Although

this system does not prevetit private programs from

. operating, funds are not,made avatlahle to them.:
4

This continues the conflict between pudic and private
.2. -.

rams-and eliminates priv to programs as an. option

O most parents. The level of quality hinges on the
t

criteria set by legislation. A direct approach, such
1

as thigi optioft is most likely tb result in a universal

child care support system,

p
Aicfi direction policy decisiondion child care will cake in tille

89's depends upon how well of.various positions re able

to develop proposals addressing the issues concerning th esponsibility--

for and control over child care, the broadnesS or narrowness of program

scope, and the level of quality which should be met.

Although the early 80's may see less movement toward national

involvement, it is likely that the nationtsresponsibillty for and

control over child care will reach some higher level of commitment by
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1990. The iature of the support, and whether it will be justified on -the
-

basisoolie be6fits to adults or children, will depend on the ability of

child care advocates during this decade to Mbrk within the po3icy

process to influence child care policy.

A major lament of those persona seeking to influence child care

policy in the past decade is that national policymakers are not

jesponsive to the positions and proposals which child care advocates

have promoted: A brief.description of the policy process and of the

policy actors may serve to point up directions and strategies for future

child care advocacy.

The Policy Process

The policy process involves advocacy at a number of levels:

initiation of legislation, providing information and advisement, giving
01,

formal testimony at hearings,,engaging-in informal discussions,. mounting

letter writing or telephone campaigns, and participating in advocacy

committees to implement legislative mandates.

.Persons who want to influence the direction of child care can

be active at all or any of the Steps in'this process. If passage of

child care egPsLat n is to be achieved, ell'e first st& is for "individuals .

`or groups advocating a particular option to find a lWfciatf to be

initiator of a proposal and thentthe advocatet must amass general

rational support. Occasionally, a politician kill initiate legislation

because of a special, personal interest, For example, in Ikhe 1960's,

36
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President Johnson was instrumental in the Headstart and Title I

legislation, because'he believed in education as a means to break the-
,

poverty cycle. It must be realized that politicians seldom initiate

!legislation which does not setm to reflect the mood of constituents.

Thefore, to influence policy at the initiation level, advocates of a04*

particular position must demonstrate a broad range of support; making

the policy seem one which the public sees as in their range of interest.

Responses "(any national proposal should be sought from

tuents throughout thecountry and group representatives should

maintain personal contact with legislators. By closely monitoring the

bills' progress, an alert can be sent when response is most needed.

Of special concern are amendments that might:be added .t a late stage

which might change the intent of the bill.

',IT the bill becomes law, representatives of groups who worked for

passage of the bill may be asked to assist in. the implementation phase.

It is essential that advocates continue to monitor any implaentation

phase, especially if the bill allocates extensive regulation measures

and implementation decisions to an.agency.

In the policy

influential at every

specific legislation

process, control/scope/quality assumptions are

stage. The position of proponents and opponents of

can be analyzed on'the value Ccorinua. This, analysis

can be used to identify the groups with which coalition can be sought,
4rf
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to pinpoint underlying value conflicts with o er groups, and to

determine compromise positions which might be offered to increase the

likelihood of a broader base of support.

Advocates must realize what the control/scope/quality value

positions are which influence policy makers and must directly address

. these positions with comprehensive data. At the same time, they must

realize that information alone does not change value positioning.

Therefore, they must also review alternative directioni, evaluate the

ramifications if the alternative policy is, passed, and determine areas

of compromise: They must also.be prepared with "fall back" positions,

so that if amendients or compromises are made, their priority sections

might still be preserved.

Only recently have *groups interested in influencing child care

policy begun a concerted and sustained effort to gain or negate long

term public involvement and commitment to childoare. Coalitions of

groups interested in child care, not only to meet adult and societal

needs, but also to meet children's nets, can be a Major influence

on child care policy in,the 80's.' Other groups, opposed to child c(are

assistance will also be major counteractive-forces during this decade.

Policy Actors

Greenblatt states, "Within the policy arena, presthool age

children stand mute - unable to express their interests, families silent -
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unaware of possible claims or unwilling to articulate them,'and

neither organized in their own right. Representation, if any, has

been provided by surrogaies, either establish tradition,(kin,

ecclesiastic spokesmen) by law (family court es, social workers,

etc.), or by selfcaelection (volunteers, anthropists)." (p. 225)
1 T

In earlier pe ods of the nation's history, the major child

ii
, .

advoc tes, were wealthy women who did not seek legislation or ublic

.suppor , but who instead established philanthropic programs. There

was no need to lobby for support, regulations or 'standards. No

profession group, other than the clergy, was involvedAn policy

decisions. Neither parents nor children directly influenced government

policy.

1
Upper income women continue to influence child care policy;

however, a variety of other interest groups - some well organized; some

not - also seek to influence government involvement in child care.

Many of these groups organized for different ptirpoSes, but now find

child care to be a'crucisl area of-interest; others were concerned with

child care policy since their inception, even though originalethey

were geared more toward the dissemination of informatienl rather than

lobbying.

In earlier times, advocates directly IL4tiated child care<

programs. Now advocates must focus much of their at,ention on attempting

to affect legislation or impact on public agencies. There are existing

laws, regulations, and standards which must be reconciled with new

39
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policy decisions. Professionalgroups in health, social services,

education and mental health have proliferated. Individual action to

influence policy is seldom possible because access to policymakers is

limited. Group action, which requires group consensus and discipline,

is usually essential. With the exception of a few parents who arelmseefIy

drawn together when a loss of services is threatened, parents and children

still do not have much influence'on policy decisions. This may be due

to the fact that parents, collectively, do not even acknowledge that

child care should be a public issue; parents have not demanded a national

commitment for assistance with this responsibility.

In the absence of a clear voice from families and from children, the

field is open to many surrogate voices. They can'be categorized as (1) .

governmental policymakers, (2) child and family related professional

groups, (3) other organized groups,I1(4)child care providers, (5) high

status citizens, (6) human service groups, (7) research-oriented experts,

and (8) consumer adcates. I

1. Governmental policymakers include -those in

governmental positiOns who deielop and effect

legislation touching families and children. This

includes the President, Congress, and Judtciary

at the national level and th2ir counterparts at

state and local levels, as well as directors of
a

governmental departments or agencies. Politically,

40
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Alb

recipients. encies must operate within the guidelines of

legislation. Using day cart to get mothers,off welfare has

meant that eligibility priority for day care money goes to-

the goal is often to develop policy-whic,cark be

agreed upon by as many groups as possible, especially
-

those holding power posi4ons. While some politicians

are sincerely interested in child care policy, most

are concerned about these issues primarily in relation'

to perceptions of the strength of advocacy, groups who

havehteresi in these issues. Becadse politicians must

initiate.and sponsor child care legislation; their--

perceptions of the interests in child qare'issues are 4

crucial to the policy proceps. The Judiciary's role is
.

14

an.interpretive one, usually leaning toward the rights of

parents rather tiln en's rights.

The directots of age aes looated within thenational

governments (Departments of Social Welfare, Education, '

ip
Health, etc:) anti their "subordinates also make many policy

A

Heeisions because the development and implementation of

rules and regulations all tasks of these agencies. In-,

4iiy cases, the law allows Tor a ya riety of interpretationg

and this substantially affects the actual care. For example,

state determination'of 4hether Title XX or Title IV A wi 1

fund dal care affects the type of care.affor
. -

elfare

welfare-recipients wha work or wizo are in trainioi for work,
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/Other than to "families with problems such as'child abuse.

Professional organizations:are becomini increasingly active

in influencing .chilojeeOre policy. 'These include groups

having a prime purpfte of influ encing policy (such as the

hildren's Defense Fund), groUps with both informational

,
and policy influencing goals (suiicasthe Day Care and

Child Develipment Cou *1), and groups with a wide range'

of professional Tools, including child care advocacy

(such as the National Association for the Education of

Young Children). Other professional groups,(puch as the

American Feddration of Teachers) are concerned with,child

care policy insofar as these policies may affect their

profession. Professionals in'the social work, health and

mental health fields are AIsavocal on child care policy

issues.

Most professional groups support some version of federal

support for child care, but differ on the type of support,

the level of,support,and the plan fpr control of funds.

This"has been Crucial problem affecting the strength of their

influence.on governi7ntal policymakers. When professionals

differ greatly on recommended policy,. legislators grow

impatient and avoid promoting child care support of any kind.

3. Other organized groups, vocal on national child care policy,

a.
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are those who view child care issues as impinging on .

. their economic wellbeing or on their value assumptions.

.For example, representatives of the Catholic' Church

oppose national day care funding unless funds are

also gailable td religious institutionsv(for an account

of their past opposition to day care funding, see Greenblatt,

1977). Similarly, religious opposition from fundamentalist

groupg and other conservative organizations contributed to

Nixon's veto of Comprehensive Child Care Bill. These

"traditional value guardians" are consistently opposed" to

any policy which would affect the traditional family structure

(father supporting family, mother at home with children).

, Even though evidence indicates such'a family structure is

disappearing, they are active in resisting any change,/

perceived as increasing the dissolution of this structure.

Although a major present advocacy issue of the traditional

valudguardians is to reduce abortion choice, it is their

p olicy stance toroppose any program which moves away froi

perceived tfaditional,family values, i.e., to assist working

women with non-familial child care or "children's rights"

legislation.

Whether the traditional alucguar4ians would support greater

national financlal as stance:to families is unknown;

howeve7),Jegislation allowing a subsidy for each child In

4 3'
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family, or providing other "no strings" support for

families might be suppoited. The 1980 White House

Conference on Families 'is expegte4.0 dye. trgns
1

representation from this opposition font and the
t,

recommendations for legislation from this conference

4

R

reflect the traditional value viewpoint. Groups which

have advocated increased federal involvement in child

care support have also been active in expressing their

-views and also pxomoted.their positions at the kite.

House Conference. For example., Women's rights groups,

:such as NOW, are supportive of comprehensive legislation for

child care as an aid,t o furthering women's choices. Labor

4 ;'unions are also voicing concern as women begin to take

"r

IL

stronger advocacy positions within the union structure

(Jordan, 19/7),

'Government policymakers ' perception of the depth and range

of national 1ppport for the positions of these vocal opposing
.0

forces is crucial to their influence. If they are seen as

0 extreme "frinie".groupa, their influence is limited. If

4
seen as expressing "mainstream" opinion, their influence cant,
be great.

'4. Providers of child care are increasingly vocal in child care

decision making. Through an organized effort or as separate

.
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family day care home providers are addressing features

of legislative proposals'or regulations they feel would

be helpful or harmful to th[r economic interests and

their programs. Similarly, providers of presently

federally supported child care are vocal in support of

comprehensive programming and regulation, e nsion of

federal support, of community and parenta ontrol

over programs. During the years when active public support

is lacking, proprietary programs grow to meet market demand.

Therefore, if direct public programs are delayed the force

of proprietary program providers will continue to grow.'

5. High status citizens continue to be involved in child care

policy. Some are upper income whowho have social contacts

with politicians. By having direct access to policymakers,

they can exert some influence over the direction of child

care policy. Other high status citizens 'exerting influence

are physicians, university professors; psychologists or'

others whose opinions are sought'to provide infdTmation

during legislative or regulatory policy formation. These

groups are less visible because most of theitinfluence is

informal or individualized. They are most likely to lffect

the type. of care or care quality level once 4 general support ,

policy has been proposed.
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6. Citizens' advocacy groups. concerned with human services,

such as the Child WelfAre League, are also involved in

influepcing child care policy. They see child care as

one service necessary to family welfare or human

services in It broader sense, and so work on attempting

to influence legiflation. Many of these groups ,(such.

as the Michigan League for Human Services) operate at44)

state letrels rather than at the.national level. Their

concerns are of,fen:focuied toward the poor or problem

family and they have served often as "watchdogs" when

redaction in service to the poor is jeopardized.

7. Research- oriented experts have been increasingly active.

This policy is Influenced by disseminating

information which describes present conditions, points out

needs, clarifies policy processes, or predicts consequences

of policies. This approach to policy influence attempts to

present facts which 'fan give direction for decision making.

Two major problems with these "facts" occur, even when the

data has been collect %d according to accepted research

standards. One is that the same facts can be.used to support

r

very different policy directions. For example, research showing

. ,

infants from poor oryproblem families may benefit by group

care in centers can be'usedsto justify Ocomoting infant

a

c:
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group care or be used to advocate' promoting family home day

care which includes certain center are components. The

second problem is that much data is ineamletent7-runfiicting,

or unclear so that advocates of already firm positions may

sel,pct the studies which have support for their positions and

ignore others. For example, although a number of studies'

report no harm to basic infant-mother attachment from .group

care, one study which re&orts potential harmful effects was

cited in Congress when day care support legislation was

,inVoduced. In collecting and evaluating data pertinent to

economic issues related to national support for day care,

research-oriented experts have been especially prominent.

For example, studies of present utilization of non-familial

care and statistics on number of families taking tax credit

for child care are used to support the view that national

financial support should not be increased. Haskins (1979),

cites data indicating that half of the nation's parents elect
.

child care provided in the child's own home, and that,, therefore,

parents prefer informal care by relatives. Similarly, Larson

(1975)4states that because there is currently no shortage of

market-inspired care,space and that evidence of child benefits

are insufficient to warrant national support of an extensive'

care system Shifron (1974) cites data indicating that

.47 .
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subsidizing day care does notiredistribute income and

thai,.therefore,the need for public involvement is (//

questionable. In 'general, these economic types of reports

use cost effectiveness data, marketing data and "parent

choice of care" C*a to support the'view that there is no

need for expansion of child care support: They are based on

the view that existing patterns give evidence that parents

,

would continue to_ prefer prent options e

i

en rf a systeth

of expanded options were realistically av I:able. Oar

discussions of these issues, see Larson, 75). These reports

alio discuss issues related to cost/quality level; tftat is,

what type of care is- nationally affordable, and to possible

effects 0 public supported day care on the proprietary day

pare indbstry.

To support national commifment to provision of child Care

other experts cite data on numbers of working mothers of

j preschool children (Roby, 1973) and reports of the poor quality

of proprietary care centers. 'Predictions based on the continuing

U.,
increase in number of working mothers (from 9% in the labor

0

force in 1940, to 49X in 1976):are used to point to a need

for-expansion of national support: .The care advocates predict

4
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6.6 million working 'mothers with children tinder 5 by

1985, as compared with 5.4 million in.1976

(U..S. Department of Labor,r1977). They also 4cecurrent

evidence examining the type and quality of programs

available as support for the need for national' responsibility

and control. For example, Keyserling (1972) reports a study

which rated 49% of proprietary centers as "bad;,4nd only

15% as "good". If expetts use quality of care as one criteria
r

in determining nee4 ien national financial support and

regulation is Usual y promoted; If need is defined on basis

of available* space, no matter what the-quality, then no

national involvement may be recammended.. Comment of Ginsburg

- (quoted in Hymes, 1978) reflects this problem of determining

need. "The problem isn't, the shortage of facilitieS --

it is-the shortage of good facilities..." (p: 24) Morgan

(1977) indicates that there 'are those "whoopee the need for

dlycare as the difference between the number of children of

//
working.mthers.and the number of children in formal day,care

arrangements, versus those who look at the data on what working
7

parents are doing with their children and conclude that no new
A

mil care is needed._ Obviously the truth lies between these

two klitcrezies." (p. 25)

49
410
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In the face of. the highly organized opposition to national

child dare programs, many research expert advocates of direct

comprehensive child care are tempering their suggestions to

"modest proposals ". (Zigler,1977) _Instead they advocate a

series of separate, smaller scale measures such as after school

child care by public schools, upgrading of existing family day

f--Ncare,yroviding options for mothers to stay home with infants

or have infant day care, funding child care through vouchers'or

tax cxedit, minimum standards monitored by parents, and development

of referral systems on the child care market.

iesearch experts often colledt data for actiyist groups to

use. 'Their impact depends on the groups which read and act on
11

their,publiCations.

8. Consu-0r groups of citizens have potential for influencing

decisions. lalwever, their voices are usually heard only during'

brief emergency periods, rather than as sustained commentators.- ,

Welfare mothers do not generally attempt to influence broad

child,care policy decisions. Similarly, minority groups do not

focus their attention on child care as a priority item. Most

middli-class working women remain silent 'on what their needs

-----/
might ae for child care support. The reasons for their'lack of

voiced concerns may be due to lack of experience-in lobbying or

perception of. thems lves as having little influence on decisions.

f
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Whether these groups will mobilize to voice an opinion Cconcerning the. direction child care policy should take is

,unclear.

Consumer groups, together with citizen, profelpional,

and vovider groups might be welded into a strong and

extensive child care advocacy group. However, given the

diversity of'opinions regarding the appropriate direction

for national child carolicy, this'coalition is not yet

firmly established. The work of the 80's may be toward

'establishing a coalition of this type. If this type of

coalition is to be effective, it will P. .IS ably have to be

initiated by other policy actors rater thavarents, most of

whom still see .their child care needeas- individual family

problems rather than needs the government should address.

One recent attempt to unite diverse supporters of day care

v
has been that of the National Campaign for Chi 101 Day Care for

Walking Families. In early 1980,-.they deyeloped a "platform

'statement" signed by 21.r.aons from a variety of professional,

provider and consumer groups...," Thepurppses of the campaign are

to draw attention to the needfor day care and to develop a

policy statement agreeable to a wide variety of groups which Is

"free of the rhetoric that has caused the average American to

fear child day care *and its effects on the family" (Juni, 1980

statement). The statement stresses.'the value of day care as

51
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contributing to the prdductive work force, as increasing

family self sufficiency and economic viability, and as

extending rather.than supplanting the family's card.

The group is presently engaged in soliciting support for the

,platform from professional, provider, and consumer grOups.

As long as.financial resources Are not allocated to child care as

a national priority.isei, a type of "universal" system is

unlikely to be developed.

Child Care Policy: Short and Long Pante Conclusions

Priority shifting to children's needs seems unlikely, in the

near future. What is more likely is that the present patchwork,

temporary and inconsistent approach will continue for at least

the first half of this decade. Trends presentlzappear to be

toward "hold the line" or even retrenchment approaches. For

example, revisions proposed for Title XX,in 1979 will adCa r

ceiling to training funds and will cause numerous state training

programs to be cancelled'.

However, the preSent indirect tax credit approaches could be

extended as more parents takeNdvantage of the option., Day

care provisions for welfare recipients could remain at present

levels, or'eligibility criteria :Quid be further narroiqed while

Congress is in a budget restraint mood. Because of their

popularity, Headstart and Title ',preschools, could probably

52
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continue at levels' sitilar to present ones.. Public schools
s

could become increasingly involved, as a partial response

to declining enrollments and empty school facilities.

If either war or depression occur, it may be that ,

provision of day care for children could again become

extensive. This was the national response during the 30's

'and 40's. This type of direct provision of day cafe

services could, probably, continue to be based on reaso s

related to adult and societal need: employmenp or defense. At the

end of the crisis period, however, the time fo'r a'reckoning

with a national policy toward comprehensive family support

and/or comprehensive child care could occur.'

Even if no national crisis period occurs, as more data

is amassed on the cost effectiveness Of day care and preschool

programs a new buildup of interest in

children's programe.msy develop, which could also lead to a

new thrust toward comprehensive family support and/Or

comprehenthive child care. This position should be based on

-children's needs as well as on societal need. Whether the focus

on children's needs will become stronger will depend both

on the data amassed, giving evidence of beneficial effects

of.child care, and on the active coalition of groups who are

concerned with providing children with-maximal quality care

and parents with alternative care arrangements.'

.
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Because of the present political strength of the

"traditional value guardiani", programs assisting

children-may suffer until this group's pressdre on

politicians lessens.

During the nation's history, child care policy has

focused on families (usually headed by women) in economic

need or otherwise "not normal."

as a "necessay evil," essential

societal needs and promoted as a

Child care has been seen

to meeting adult or

temporary expedient which,

at some future time, wou erase itself. Within the fist

decade, child care is becoming an issue for many more

families. As "the.family" itself leaves the-traditional

mode, national policy must come to grips with the Irma of

social parenthood. Child care policy decisions of the 80's

will be influenced by the underlying value assumptionsof

American society, which still characterize the mother as the

child care provider. Nations' action has mo d to a definite,

if uneasy trend, toward social parent The value position

stated rhetorically and held as part df the national belief_

system is that the family: and most especially the mother

has this reponsibility; indeed, that it is subversive for

the state tb take this reponsibility and the nation i in

the ambivalent position of espousing familial parenthood
.
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parenthood, while toiling increasingly toward social

parenthood. At the present time, those groups Most

threatened by the'eVIdende of a necessary social parenthood,
rt

are extremely strong and vocal. It. is pOssible that they-

*

will succeed, in the.short term, in turning back the

movement toward social parenthood. If they do, it 111.11 bee"'

hard for those famifies with genuine natd for child care

'atsistance:

parents, -single,Tarents, and middle class rking mothers.
IP

It is more likely, however, that the cation will continue

welfare mothers, .working poor families, teenage

40.

with.bne foot in each camp for a wh. Advocates for child

care could then,continue.toAryfor 11 gains alpcificelly
4

A. e
for /identified problem groups 111to
t .

...yt fit the traditional
Cid 1 .

family stereotype. As more and more families-fall into the

it

non-normal" category, the weight of public opinion could

fall tothethe side of social parenthood with they stat -at

least a joint partner with the family.

4
Then the nation may

MI
sustained commitment to

ti

character of that -emmitment,.indirect through family support,

be ready to move to a tong term

responsibility fob child care. The

dkect child care pr&visfon, or both, wig]. depend on those
AP

groups'who are.aitive in influencing 4hild care policy

dying the decade ahead. The challenge is great ut the
. . . ,

bpportunity for a national' cammitment"toichinren and families

is also evidsat.

...

.
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